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Introduction



Today, research in instrumental astrophysics often means the complex management of a big project, where designing and building a sophisticated instrument require many people working in various technological fields to fulfill a well defined astrophysical goal. But it also happens that research in that field can be something as... the meeting on a dissecting table of a sewing machine and an umbrella 1 ... What follows belongs clearly to the second form of research, where ideas arise not to fulfill a precise technical goal, but rather because some improbable link between two apparently well distinct fields of knowledge, suddenly makes its way to the conscience of the researcher. Here, the spark flashed few years after the reading of one of the Martin Gardner’s mathematical rubric in Scientific American, where nice equations due to Prouhet (see further) were mentioned in a box. They were cool enough to be stored in my brain in the compartment Should have some application beyond their natural beauty. Diophantus, considered as the father of algebra, is a mathematician of antiquity, contemporary of Euclid. Among its mains subjects of interest, were the polynomial equations with integer coeﬃcients whose solutions are integer numbers. These equations are called Diophantine. For example, the equation x2 − 3x + 2 = 0, which can be also written as (x − 1)(x − 2) = 0 and therefore has for solution x1 = 1 and x2 = 2, is a Diophantine equation. The equation x2 +y 2 = z 2 which has, inter alia, the solution x = 3, y = 4, z = 5 (see further the Egyptian triangle) is a Diophantine equation as well. The Diophantine equation z n = xn + y n does not admit solutions for n > 2: this is the famous Fermat’s last theorem, proved by Andrew Wiles in 1995. In the following, we will interest ourselves to some remarkable relationships involving algebraic sums of powers of integers, such as, for instance, this equality: 12 + 42 + 62 + 72 = 22 + 32 + 52 + 82 , that uses the 8 first integers, and which is obviously a Diophantine relation. Why physical optics would have some relationship with the natural numbers? Because it deals, in particular, with the phenomenon of interference which involves optical path diﬀerences (opd in the following) that are even or odd integer multiples of half the wavelength. OK, but now, why physical optics would have 1 la rencontre fortuite sur une table de dissection d’une machine coudre et d’un parapluie in les Chants de Maldoror, Isidore Ducasse, Comte de Lautr´ eamont, 1869
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something to do with the power of natural numbers? A fast answer is: because, computation of complex amplitudes in optics, makes use of quantities such as exp(jφ) which are highly non-linear, so that their Taylor expansion will produces powers of φ. In short, Diophantine optics is the exploitation in physical optics (the field of interferences) of remarkable algebraic relations between powers of integers. The following sections will show how one can play with diophantine equations to solve, at least theoretically, some problems of optics. The plus, here, is that all the initial questions that gave rise to this research stem from the very topical problem of direct detection of exoplanets, another indication that on the dissecting table not only sewing machine and umbrella can meet by chance... The next section is devoted to a brief introduction to the performances requirements and general concepts when trying to tackle the diﬃcult challenge of exoplanets direct detection. Especially we describe the two main avenues for reducing drastically the dazzling stellar light: coronagraphy and nulling interferometry. Section three introduces then some mathematics with the Prouhet-TarryEscott problem, which is the foundation on which the rest of the paper is based. In section four we start gently with the problem of how making a stellar coronagraph as achromatic as possible. Section five, is devoted to the problem of simplifying a nulling interferometer in space, to avoid long delay lines. In section six, we ask ourselves how obtaining a super eﬃcient nulling in a multi-telescope nulling interferometer and then generalize the solution that opens on an algebra of nulling interferometers. Finally, in section seven, the nulling interferometer is considered from the point of view of chromatism and we present the new idea of chessboard mirrors to extend the wavelength range of the instrument. The work exposed in those pages is for a large part the result of a close collaboration with Didier Pelat to who I want to express the great pleasure I took during those years of exciting creative work. Nothing is really new in this paper and rather, as it is common for a lecture, it gathers in one unique document, here under the common umbrella of diophantine optics, diﬀerent concepts or ideas that were presented elsewhere ([Rouan & al, 2000]; [Rouan, 2006]; [Rouan, 2007]; [Rouan & Pelat, 2007]; [Rouan, 2007]; [Rouan & al, 2007]; [Rouan & Pelat, 2008]; [Rouan & al, 2008]; [Pelat & al, 2010]; [Pickel & al, 2010]; [Pickel & al, 2012]; [Pickel & al, 2013]; [Rouan & al, 2014]).
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Direct detection of exoplanets: coronagraphy and nulling interferometry



The solar system with its eight planets is no longer alone: this is one of of the great advances of the past twenty years in astronomy. Today, more than two thousands extrasolar planets have been detected around other stars than the
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Sun and there is a consensus that any star should harbor at least one planet. However, 99 % of the detections were done using indirect methods, in other words the presence of a planet is deduced from subtle eﬀects (Doppler eﬀect, small dimming, gravitational amplification, etc.) on the starlight alone, not by detecting photons of the planet. Only in a few cases the planet itself is actually seen, and this is so because direct detection of an exoplanet is an extremely diﬃcult task. First, the planet is orbiting a star that is 10 billion (in the visible) to a million times (in the IR) brighter than the planet! Second, the angular distance between the two is extremely small: in the most favorable case (nearest stars) it is below one tenth of the diameter of the spot of a star image at the focus of any telescope, big or small2 . In brief, the planet is much much fainter than the star and it is totally embedded in the star image. This is a very diﬃcult situation that requires, when aiming at direct detection to suppress, in a first step, as much as possible of the stellar light, without attenuating the planet. Two diﬀerent paths have been proposed to make this suppression eﬀective: the first is coronagraphy 3 which is used with a single telescope, the second is nulling interferometry that requires several telescopes coherently recombined. A stellar coronagraph designates a sophisticated optical system made of several amplitude or phase masks installed at both the focal and the pupil plane, able to block as much as possible the glare of a star to allow detection of companions or disk structures in its immediate vicinity. In its simplest form (as proposed by Bernard Lyot) it is an occulting disk in the focal plane of a telescope combined with a circular mask in a plane optically conjugated to the entrance aperture, so that the image of the star is blocked and the stray light reduced by a large factor. A modern coronagraph generally uses a phase mask to produce destructive interferences, with however the problem of chromatic eﬀect to solve. Regarding this issue, Diophantine optics may provide a way of improvement. Nulling interferometry is based on interferences between several telescopes. The principle, proposed by Ronald Bracewell ([1978]), is to create a blind fringe at the exact location of a bright source, a star, in order to reveal a much fainter nearby source such as a planet orbiting it. In practice, the interferometric recombination of radiation of a source, captured by two telescopes separated by a distance D, produces on the sky fringes that alternatively transmit and block the light (see Fig.1). So, if it is arranged that the star is put on the central dark fringe and that half the inter-fringe spacing corresponds to the distance separating the star from the putative planet, then the contrast is optimal. The central fringe is made dark, contrary to a conventional interferometer where it is bright, by applying a phase shift of π to the wave on one arm of the interferometer. Making this phase shift achromatic is rewarding in terms of spectral coverage, but is a technical challenge. Using more than two telescopes allows 2 In



fact it is the blurring by the atmospheric turbulence which is responsible of this size term coronagraph comes from the word corona, the very hot but very faint shell at the periphery of the Sun that was studied for the first time out of an eclipse by the french astronomer Bernard Lyot, the inventor of the coronagraph 3 The
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a deeper nulling and to extend the field of view in which nulling is eﬀective. Both questions (achromatism and deep nulling) find solutions with diophantine optics (see sect. 6 and 7). Interferometers generally require a delay line to compensate the opd when the source direction is not exactly perpendicular to the basis (the line joining the two telescopes). In space, implementing a long delay line may be extremely expensive in terms of weight, size, complexity or cost, but diophantine optics may be, again, of some help (sect. 4).



Figure 1: Principle of a nulling interferometer. Note the π phase shift applied on one of the arms of the interferometer.
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3 3.1



Egyptian triangle, Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem and Prouhet-Thu´ e-Morse suite The Egyptian triangle



Some legend says that the ancient Egyptians, to plot the ground contours of walls at right angles before erecting a building, used a rope closed on itself, on which 12 equidistant segments are marked, for example by knots numbered 1, 2, 3 , .., 12. To form a right triangle, stretching the rope between points 1, 4 and 8 defines segments of length a = 3, b = 4 and c = 5 that are the sides of a right triangle since it meets the Pythagorean theorem: a2 + b2 = c2 , thanks to the Diophantine equality 32 + 42 = 9 + 16 = 25 = 52 . Other right triangles whose sides have integer lengths exist; e.g. [5, 12, 13]. Some values of the hypotenuse lead to several solutions; for instance, to the hypotenuse c = 1,022,125, correspond 94 (!) pairs of adjacent segments (a, b) that are solutions of a2 + b2 = c2 .



3.2



The problem of Tarry-Escott-Prouhet



This problem is stated as follows: can we find two sets {a1, ..., an} and {b1, ..., m m m bn} of integers such that am 1 + ... + an = b1 + ... + bn for m = 1, ..., k ? k In short, the problem is noted: {a} = = {bi} and solutions are called multigrade The problem has many solutions and, for example, Euler and Goldbach in 1750 showed that {a, b, c, a + b + c} =2 = {a + b, b + c, c + a}.



3.3



The Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence



This suite is built very simply by considering two symbols (e.g. a and b, or + and -, or 0 and 1). The term Sn+1 is constructed by concatenating Sn , and its complement (a → b and b → a). For instance: S0 = a gives: S1 = ab, S2 = abba, and so on: S0 = a S1 = ab S2 = abba S3 = abbabaab S2 = abbabaabbaababba ... .. Strictly speaking, here, we have rather described a series. The infinite series of Prouhet-Thue-Morse (PTM in the following) is the limit of Sn when n approaches infinity. This suite has the properties to be not periodic (you cannot find a pattern that repeats regularly), do not contain sequences that will repeat three times in succession (it has no cubes) and it has a fractal character. It is ubiquitous, as it appears in many problems that have in first instance no common ground between them ([Allouche & Shallit, 2003]). 6



3.4



PTM sequence and PTE problem (and a friendly sausage bonus ...)



Prouhet showed in 1851 (in the Proceedings of the French Academy of Sciences) that this sequence allows to build a multi-grade solution to the Prouhet-TarryEscott problem for n = 2N and k = N The solution is to take as the ai the ranks of the “a” in the term of order N of the PTM series and as the bi the ranks of the “b”. For instance, the term of order 3 which is written abbabaabbaababba, gives: {ai } = {1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 16} and {bi } = {2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15}. We verify that {1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 16} =3 = {2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15} in other words : 1 + 4 + 6 + 7 + 10 + 11 + 13 + 16 = 2 + 3 + 5 + 8 + 9 + 12 + 14 + 15 12 + 42 + 62 + 72 + 102 + 112 + 132 + 162 = 22 + 32 + 52 + 82 + 92 + 122 + 142 + 152 13 + 43 + 63 + 73 + 103 + 113 + 133 + 163 = 23 + 33 + 53 + 83 + 93 + 123 + 143 + 153 It’s a pretty fascinating result when one realizes that whatever k is, one can always find two sets of integers, all diﬀerent, such that the sum of all the elements raised to a power between 0 and k are equal. We could, as well, have just started the sequence of integers not at 1, but at any value J: indeed (J + i)k = J k + kJ (k−1) i + k(k − 1)/2J (k−2) i2 + ... + ik , so that all terms ik , ik−1 , ik−2 , etc. appear in sums that verify the Prouhet property and indeed any linear combination also verify it. We can say that the Prouhet’s property is invariant by translation. An original application is the splitting of a whole ham as evenly as possible between two diners ! (the curious reader can have a look at http://dan.rouan.free.fr/OptiqueDiophantienne/intro.html). Prouhet ([1851]) went further : he showed that the sequence of mk successive integers can be partitioned into m subsets {a1,i }, {a2,i }, ..., {am,i } that verify: {a1,i} =k = {a2,i } =k = ... =k = {am,i }. There is a generalized PTM sequence that allows to define the subsets. It is built using the following rule: take the current term, apply a circular permutations to its elements, concatenate the result to the current term. Thus if m = 3: abc → abcbcacab → abcbcacabbcacababccababcbca One then obtains the multigrade by considering the term of order k of the sequence, taking as {ai } the ranks of “a”, as {bi } the ranks of “b”, as {ci } the ranks of “c”, etc. For instance, applying the rule to m=3: {1, 6, 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 22, 27} =2 = {2, 4, 9, 10, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25} =2 = {3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 18, 19, 24, 26} So, slicing a ham to share it in the most evenly way between now m guests also becomes possible!



3.5



A Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem with parity constraint



A more constrained question is: are there solutions to the Prouhet-TarryEscott problem such as all elements in the set {a1 , ..., an } are even and those of {b1 , ..., bn } odd? Note that there is no condition on the redundancy of elements: 7



i.e. the same integer may appear several times. The issue is not just for fun: the answer can solve elegantly a problem in interferometry (see section 7). The answer is yes and you can even describe how to build several solutions for a given order k . There is indeed a theorem which states that if one has a solution to the PTE general problem for the order k {a1 , ..., an } =k = {b1 , ..., bn }, then for the order k +1, there is at least the solution: {a1 , ..., an , b1 +M, ..., bn +M } =k = {b1 , ..., bn , a1 + M, ..., an + M }, M being any integer. Therefore, if there is a solution respecting the desired parity condition, then choosing M odd leads to a solution of degree k + 1. For example the solution {0, 2} =1 = {1, 1} of degree 1 provides the solution of degree 2: {0, 2, 2, 2} =2 = {1, 1, 1, 3}, taking M = 1. We could have just, as easily, use M = 3: {0, 2, 4, 4} =2 = {1, 1, 3, 5}. Note that if we choose M = 1, then the solution of degree k is described by the binomial coeﬃcients (Pascal’s triangle): n S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 Sk



0 1 1 1 1 1 ... 1



1 2 3 4 5 ... 1 2 1 3 3 1 4 6 4 1 5 10 10 5 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... k ... Ckn ... k 1



The binomial coeﬃcient Ckn actually gives the number of times that the integer n appears in one or the other of the two subsets.



4 4.1



Increasing the wavelength range of a phase mask coronagraph The four quadrant phase mask coronagraph



In coronagraphy with a single telescope, one can replace the Lyot opaque occulting disk in the focal plane by a phase (transparent) mask which has the structure shown on Fig.2. This 4 quadrants phase mask coronagraph (4QPM in the following) which was proposed back in 2000 ([Rouan & al, 2000]) is simply a transparent plate with two quadrants – on a diagonal – with a step of thickness λo e = 2(n−1) producing a phase shift π on the complex amplitude, with respect to the other two quadrants. If the star image is placed exactly at the center, then destructive interferences are produced between the amplitudes issued from the 4 quadrants: [ 1 + exp(jπ) + 1 + exp(jπ)] = 0. One can show that the light is then totally rejected outside of the image of the entrance pupil when this last one is a perfect circular disk without any occultation4 . However, the π phase shift is obtained only for λ = λo = 2(n − 1)e. This means that the eﬃciency of 4 the demonstration proposed by Jean Gay is based on a mathematical property: the invariance of the power of a point with respect to a circle
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Figure 2: Structure of a four-quadrant phase mask coronagraph. Note the step which corresponds to a π phase shift.



the coronagraph decreases rapidly for λ ̸= λo . How improving the situation without increasing drastically the complexity of the device? Diophantine optics provides a way. λo One can play on combinations of thicknesses of quadrants [k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ]× 2(n−1) other than the initial [0,1,0,1], in order to cancel the 1st terms of the Taylor development of the complex amplitude wrt δλ = λ − λo . Let’s define ϵ!= πδλ/λ. The complex amplitude at the output of the 4QPM reads: a = exp(jki (π +ϵ)) = (−1)k0 (1+jk0 ϵ−k02 ϵ2 +...)+(−1)k1 (1+jk1 ϵ−k12 ϵ2 +...)+... For instance, if we make k0 = 0, k1 and k3 odd and k2 even, then the first order is now cancelled for -k1 + k2 - k3 = 0 which has for example the simplest solution [0, 1, 2, 1]. This indeed corresponds to an improved achromaticity of the 4QPMC. However, the second order is not cancelled and there is no way to do it with 4 quadrants only. The solution is to increase the number of sectors and indeed, with 8 sectors one can use the aforementioned solution of the PTE problem with parity constraint (section "3.5), taking M =# 1 : {0, 2}, {1, 1} → {0, 2, 1 + 1, 1 + 1}, {1, 1, 0 + 1, 2 + 1} → 0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1 Fig.3 shows the structure of such an achromatic 8-octant phase mask coronagraph and Fig.4 the light attenuation with respect to wavelength, compared to the classical FQPM coronagraph: the bandpass is largely improved.
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The no-delay-line nulling interferometer



In space, a nulling interferometer (NI) based on the formation flight of several spaceships, features several platforms some harboring a telescopes and one where the recombination of the beams is made. One gains the cost of a platform if one of them provides both functions (telescope and recombination). In that case, because the optical paths between each telescope and the recombiner must be equal, a large delay line is required something which introduces a huge complexity in space. For example, in the most elementary Bracewell interferometer (Fig. 1), to avoid a recombination platform located between the two telescopes (Fig. 5a), a delay line capable of introducing an optical path diﬀerence equal
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Figure 3: Structure of a 8-octant phase mask coronagraph.



Figure 4: Stellar light attenuation factor with respect to wavelength, for a 8octant achromatized phase mask coronagraph, compared to the classical FQPM coronagraph.
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to the base is needed (Fig. 5b). It is also the case for a multi-telescopes NI (see sect. 6) as the one on Fig. 5c.



Figure 5: Nulling interferometer in space: to avoid a recombination platform (top), it is possible to make the recombination on one of the telescope platform, using a delay line (middle). This holds also for a three telescopes nulling interferometer. For a three telescopes NI, can we find a solution where both conditions are met: ensure the delay lines function at the lowest cost and have the recombination on one of the telescope platforms? The answer is yes if we do not require the three telescopes to be aligned and if we allow the beams to travel from one platform to another using simple plane mirrors. The Diophantine solution is illustrated on Fig.6: it is based on the Egyptian triangle (3,4,5). The optical paths of beams red, blue and green are identical 4 + 4 + 5 = 3 + 5 + 5 = 13. Recombination takes place on the central station in (a) and (c), but there are also valid solutions where the recombination takes place on one of the lateral stations, as in (b). This example was based on a very elementary use of diophantine equations, in the following more sophisticated cases are described that deserves fully to be qualified as belonging to the field of diophantine optics.
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Figure 6: Three telescopes nulling interferometer avoiding long delay line. Three possible solutions are shown.



6 6.1



Super nulling interferometers and the algebra of interferometers The stellar leaks



Because a nulling interferometer has a high resolving power, not only the planet is resolved but also the stellar disk, at least part of it (the most external one). The consequence is that the disk of the star overflows the nulling dip of the central dark fringe and there is a light leakage that surpasses the very faint emission of the planet. Can we get a more eﬀective nulling dip to reduce these leaks? We must for that use more than two telescopes and by diﬀerent tries, it has been possible to find a few more eﬀective configurations. We show in what follows that by using the Diophantine properties of the Prouhet-Thu´e-Morse sequence, an interferometer configuration can be found, which, in principle, can produce any arbitrary value of the cancellation eﬀectiveness. But this may require a lot of telescopes ... With a two telescopes Bracewell interferometer, the cancellation factor with respect to the angle θ measured from the source direction is given by : τ = 1 − cos(2πDθ/λ) ∝ θ2 It is a parabolic function. A star of a certain diameter will have thus edges that are less attenuated than at its center, leading to a “leakage” of light that dominates largely the brightness of the planet. The upper curve in Fig.7 illustrates this situation (the yellow rectangle stands for the stellar disk). To improve the situation, the cancellation factor must follow a power higher than 2 of the angle θ, as shown in Fig.7: we see that the flattest part of the curve is much larger than under the curve of the classical Bracewell interferometer. With several telescopes one can eﬀectively improve the exponent and there-
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Figure 7: Eﬃciency vs θ of nulling for various power-law.



fore the rejection rate: for example, with 4 telescopes in line where the two central have the sign of their amplitude changed (using a π phase shifter) : [+ - - +], then τ ∝ θ4 . Now the question is: can you find a configuration that allows to have τ ∝ θ2k for any value of k? The answer is yes, thanks to the property sated by Prouhet. Consider a network of N = 2L aligned and equidistant telescopes. Consider an incident plane wave from a direction close to the axis, as shown in Fig.8. When recombining all telescopes, the complex amplitude is the sum of the amplitudes, taking into account the phase shift which increases from one telescope to the next as φ = 2πθa/λ (a is the distance between two telescopes). Now, let’s introduce a change of sign, which is equivalent to introducing a phase shift of π, on all telescopes that belong to one of the subset of the Prouhet multigrade, as shown in Fig.8-b. The ! ! complex amplitude becomes then: a = a+ − a− = k∈O exp(jkφ) − l∈E exp(jlφ) where O and E stand respectively for the P rouhet odd and P rouhet even sets. Considering relatively small values of φ, i.e. of θ, one can develop each exponential in series of (kφ)n , so that the two terms of the above expression become : ! ! ! ! a+ = k∈O 1 + jφ × k∈O k − φ2 × k∈O k2 − jφ3 × k∈O k3 + ... and ! ! ! ! 3 3 + ... a− = k∈E 1 + jφ × k∈E k − φ2 × k∈E k2 − jφ ! × kp∈E k ! p Let’s use the Prouhet’s property which reads: k = k∈E k , so k∈O that every first terms of the expansion cancels out and it remains just a term proportional to θL , which is precisely the desired property. The intensity which is the square of the amplitude will have a dependence in θ2L . For instance, with
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Figure 8: Schematics of a super-nuller interferometer using equidistant aligned telescopes (top), where a π phase shift is applied to the telescopes of rank given by the PTM sequence (bottom).
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16 telescopes, a dependence as θ8 (L=4) is achieved. From a point of view of physics and not only of mathematics, what is the fundamental reason that leads to this property ? One can state it like that: at each stage, one recombines in a nulling way two nuller interferometers, as illustrated on Fig. 9, so that there is indeed an exponential gain.



Figure 9: Schematics of the gain in nulling achieved at each stage of recombination. This family of solutions, that we will call PSNI for Prouhet Super Nuller Interferometer, is not unique, and we now show that one can actually build an algebra of nulling interferometers.



6.2



An algebra of nulling interferometers



Starting from the linear equidistant arrangement of telescopes of a PSNI, one can build other super-nulling 1D arrays and then, from that, 2D arrays. Even arrays where the phase shift is diﬀerent from π are possible. 6.2.1



1D to 2D homogeneous arrays



Let’s consider a linear PSNI of 22N telescopes. Rather than arranging them linearly, one can introduce a “new line / line feed” after each subset of 2N telescopes, the distance between two successive lines being equal to the intertelescope distance. One obtains thus a square 2D array, as illustrated on Fig.10, where along each column or row, the combination is a nulling one. By the way, one can alternatively consider that the sign of each telescope is given by the product of the signs of a columm PSNI in by a row PSNI (see Fig.8 top). The resulting nulling eﬀect is the same as a PSNI of 2N telescopes, as we show now. The amplitude at the ! output ! of the recombiner is given !by: ! a = a! = k∈O k’∈O exp[j(ku ! + k’v)φ] + + − a−! k∈E k’∈E exp[j(ku + ! k’v)φ] − k∈O k’∈E exp[j(ku + k’v)φ] − k∈E k’∈O exp[j(ku + k’v)φ], where u = cos ψ and v = sin ψ and k and k’ are the indices for the line and row of each telescope on the (x,y) grid. When developping the exponential terms, one find expressions of the type : 15



Figure 10: 2D super nulling interferometers.



! ! ! ! [ k,k’∈E∗ − k,k’∈O∗ ] (ku+k’v)n = [ k,k’∈E∗ − k,k’∈O∗ ]{kn +(ku)n-1 (k’v)+ n-2 (k’v)2 + ... + (ku)n-m (k’v)m + ...}, where the condensed expression (ku) ! ! ! ! ! ! stands for + k∈E k’∈E and k,k’∈O∗ stands for k,k’ ∈E∗ k ∈O k’ ∈O ! ! ! ! k∈O k’∈E + k∈E k’∈O . The Prouhet’s property then plays its role and nulling is as well eﬀective, but now in two-dimensions. 6.2.2



1D inhomogeneous arrays



Let’s now come back to a 1D SNI by, a) applying to the previous 2D PSNI a shear of k steps between two successive rows and, b) collapsing on the other direction (column) by adding in an algebraic sense the telescopes of the column. This means that we attribute to one unique telescope the sum of the surface weighted by the proper sign of all telescopes in the column (in other words, we add the complex amplitudes). An illustration of the principle is given in Fig.11; note that, here, the two central columns where the algebraic sum is zero do not correspond to any telescope at the end. Other examples of sheared / collapsed configurations are shown on Fig.12, the first one having been proposed already by Roger Angel, obviously not following this line of reasoning. 6.2.3



2D inhomogeneous arrays



Let’s now generalize the procedure used to build the homogeneous 2D PSNI in order to build 2D inhomogeneous arrays of SNI. Let’s start from two 1D inhomogeneous SNI, one taken along a row (featuring K telescopes) an the other one along a column (L telescopes) and let’s use them as the input vectors
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Figure 11: 1D super nulling interferometer obtained by shearing rows (here with a step k=2) of a 2D PSNI and collapsing by an algebraic sum along the columns.



Figure 12: Other configurations of 1D SNI obtained by shearing / collapsing.
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to build each element [i, j] of a matrix of K × L telescopes as the product [si Ai × sj Aj ], where si is the sign and Ai is the area of the elementary telescope. The product gives the surface of the single telescope at this location, and its sign. Fig.12 shows an example of such a 2D SNI build following this procedure. Is there some practical interest in such a heterogeneous configuration ? Frankly I’m not convinced of that, but who knows?



Figure 13: 2D inhomogeneous SNI obtained by product of two SNI inhomogeneous vectors.



6.2.4



1D homogeneous arrays of φ ̸= π phase shift



The basic binary Prouhet property was used up to now. Let’s now consider its generalization to N subsets, using the Prouhet’s relation mentioned in section 3.4. Starting from a sequence of N terms a, b, c, ... we apply the recipe of replication/ permutation / concatenation, as illustrated on Fig.14 for the case of a triplet of phase shifts where φk = k2π/3, with k = 0,1, 2. The number of telescopes is NL and the nulling trough in intensity varies, as for the binary case, as θ2L . We did not explore all the various possibilities oﬀered by this generalization, but obviously it should be possible to also build inhomogeneous 1D and 2D SNI, as we did for the binary case. 6.2.5



Eﬃciency



Beyond the intellectual satisfaction, is there some interest to use such SNI, compared to the conventional Bracewell configuration, when trying to approach some realistic conditions? In terms of rejection of the starlight, this is clearly the case, as illustrated on Fig. 15 where four arrays of pure Prouhet binary SNI (2×2, 4×4, 8×8, 16×16) are compared for diﬀerent values of the stellar radius. If now one introduces realistic errors in the phase shift or in the distances between telescopes, how does the nulling performance behave ? Again the interest of a squadron of many small telescopes compared to few large ones is clear when examining Fig.15 where the nulling performance is compared while errors are introduced either on the phase shift or on the distance between telescopes. 18



Figure 14: Ternary 1D homogeneous SNI where three diﬀerent dephasing are used: 0, 2π/3and4π/3. The color of each telescope indicates its phase shift.



Figure 15: Performance of starlight rejection vs star radius for diﬀerent arrays of binary homogeneous 2D SNI.



Figure 16: Performance of starlight rejection for diﬀerent arrays of binary homogeneous 2D SNI, when errors exist on the phase shift (left) or on the distance between telescopes (right): the larger the number of telescopes, the better the performance.
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One can ask the question of the cost of many telescopes, but actually it is not clear if, for a same total surface, duplicating and launching many small telescopes together is more expensive than building and launching a few large ones, especially at a epoch where nano satellites are becoming so popular and less and less expensive. Of course the problem of spacecraft formation of many free-flying telescopes is certainly not a trivial one, but probably once the solution is established for a few number, the extension to many should not be a huge problem.



7



Increasing the wavelength domain in a nulling interferometer using chessboard mirrors



Still remaining in the field of nulling interferometers, one question is the achromatism of the π phase shift, since there is a clear need for a nulling on a very broad spectral domain, the useful information being spread in a large range (typically from 5 to 20 µm in the Darwin project). Let’s consider here a simple two-telescopes Bracewell interferometer. A simple way to produce a π phase shift is to add an opd λ/2 on one arm of the interferometer. This is easily produced by a small diﬀerence in length of nλo /2 between the two arms, n being an odd integer. However, only at the wavelength λ = λo the phase shift is actually π modulo(2π). The new idea here, is to replace two mirrors, one in each arm of the NI, by two chessboards featuring contiguous smaller square mirrors of various thicknesses. The two chessboards are of same surface and have the same number of cells. On one chessboard, the cells are producing each an opd nλo and on the other one cell’s opd is (2n + 1) λ2o , n being proper to each cell. The net result is still to produce a phase shift of π modulo(2π) on one arm and 0 modulo(2π) on the other. Now, the trick is to choose the values of the diﬀerent n so that the nulling is still eﬃcient for λ ̸= λo . We show in the following that the solution is linked to the PTE problem with parity constraint of section 3.5. Let’s write the amplitude of an ! initial plane wave at the ! two output of the chessboard mirrors as: aodd = 2k exp(j2kφ) and aeven = 2k+1 exp(j(2k+1)φ) The combined amplitude, followed by Taylor development wrt φ : πδλ/λo , supposed !small enough, !leads to : ! ! a = k (1−1)+jφ k (mk −nk )−phi2 k (m2k −n2k )−jphi3 k (m3k −n3k )+... where all mk are even and all nk are odd. If {mk } =K = {nk }, i.e., if we find a multigrade solution to this PTE problem with parity constraint, then all the terms up to rank K cancel out and a ∝ φK , so that we improve largely the nulling eﬃciency when λ ̸= λo , compared to a classical Bracewell recombination. There are many solutions to this PTE problem, but not all are equivalent in terms of optical quality. For instance, if K = 2, the multigrade {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 9} = 2 = {4, 6, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} is a solution, but obviously the single 9 peak in a pool of 1 on one of the chessboards, is not optimum in terms
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of diﬀraction, for instance. We require to have smoother solutions with more homogeneous distributions of thicknesses.



7.1



Multiple roots



One interesting way to tackle the problem is to consider it from the point of view of multiple roots. Let’s first define z = exp(jπλo /λ) which corresponds to the basic phase shift introduced by a cell of thickness λo /2. We note that z k is then the phase shift introduced by a cell of thickness kλo /2. Now, consider a simple Bracewell interferometer: the amplitude at recombination is a = (1 + z), so that λ = λo is a root of the equation a = 0. We wish to design an interferometer that produces an amplitude which varies as a high power of φ, or equivalently that λ = λo be a multiple root of high order of the equation a = 0. This can be written as (1 + z)K = 0. Let’s now develop this expression using the binomial formula : k k (1 + z)K = 1 + Kz + ... + CK z + ... + Kz K−1 + z K One can interpret each term of the right member of the equation as the complex k amplitude of CK cells of thickness kλo /2 on one of the two chessboard-mirrors (the odd mirror if k is odd and the even mirror if k is even). We thus have the solution we wished by simply distributing the cells on each mirror, according to the parity of k. On the even (or plus) chessboard-mirror: • 1 cell of 0 thickness • K(K-1)/2 cells of thickness λo • .... 2k • CK cells of thickness kλo



• .... • 1 cell of thickness Kλo /2 (if K even) or K cells of thickness (K − 1)λo /2 if K is odd. And on the Odd (or minus) chessboard-mirror: • K cells of thickness λo /2 • K(K-1)(K-3)/6 cells of thickness 3λo /2 • .... 2k+1 • CK cells of thickness (2k + 1)λo /2



• .... • 1 cell of thickness Kλo /2 (if K odd) or K cells of thickness (K − 1)λo /2 if K is even. 21



That’s it. As an example, (1+z)3 = 1+3z+3z 2 +z 3 = 1+z+z+z+z2 +z2 +z2 + z 3 . Each term of the rightmost polynomial is associated to one cell, belonging either to the plus chessboard mirror (bold), or to the minus chessboard mirror. Of course we verify that the solution is indeed a multigrade: {0, 2, 2, 2} =2 = {1, 1, 1, 3}. Fig.17 illustrates two cases of such thicknesses distribution in a pair of chessboard mirrors.



Figure 17: Two examples of a pair of chessboard mirrors where cells thicknesses are distributed according to the best solution of the binomial coeﬃcients. Left: the simplest configuration with 2 × 2 × 2 cells. Right: the solution for 2 × 32 × 32 cells.



7.2



XY distribution



A last problem: we defined the best choice in z but, now, how to distribute cells in x, y ? We can use the following criteria to establish an acceptable solution: a having the lowest stellar residues near the axis; b limiting the optical aberrations (e.g. tip-tilt ) with step height distributed more or the less uniformly; c reaching an attenuation of the planet, an unescapable eﬀect, that is not too important. The best solution we got ([Pelat & al, 2010]) is obtained with the following this iterative scheme. If we call Pr and Qr the matrices describing the arrangement of phasers at rank r, the next rank is then obtained using the relations : $ % Qr + 1 Pr + 2 Pr+1 = Pr Qr + 1 $ % Pr + 1 Qr + 2 Qr+1 = Qr Pr + 1 In short, one can say that to reach this solution, we asked that Pr − Qr be a finite diﬀerences 2-D diﬀerential operator. And the reader will not be surprised to learn that, again, the Prouhet relation plays a role in this result. Fig.18 illustrates such a (x, y) optimum distribution of the cells.



7.3



Performances and demonstrator



For diﬀerent ranks of the chessboards, we computed the eﬀective bandpass of the starlight rejection, or more precisely of the planet to star flux ratio. Fig.19 22



Figure 18: Example of a pair of chessboard mirrors where cells are distributed in X,Y according to the optimum solution we found (see text).



Figure 19: Performances in terms of Planet to Star light vs wavelength for several ranks of the chessboard mirrors. A flatter and flatter behavior is obviously obtained when this rank increases.
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displays the result. Clearly, the initial goal is reached when considering the much broader plateau obtained for ranks higher than 5 than the sharply peaked performance of the classical Bracewell. For instance, a pair of 64 × 64 mirrors coresponds to a bandpass {.65λo − 1.3λo }, i.e. one octave. The requirement of the Darwin project to cover 6 to 18 µm can thus be reached with two devices, each centered on a well chosen wavelength, e.g. 8 and 13 µm. We show that there is a maximum bandpass when K tends to infinity which is {2/3λo − 2λo }, i.e. a factor 3 between the shortest and the longest wavelength. Fig. 20 shows two cases of a simulation where a planet with a contrast of 10−6 with respect to the star is detected at the center of the image. Two diﬀerent patterns for the distribution of the cells in x,y were taken: the one described above corresponds to the bottom: one notes the quality of darkness at the center.



Figure 20: Simulation of the detection of a planet using the chessboard achromatic phaser, in an ideal case where S/N is high. Top: an interesting distribution of the cells is used that has the advantage of a rather low attenuation of the planet. Bottom: the optimum pattern (see text) is used. In both cases, the right image corresponds to a planet introduced in the simulation which is one million times fainter than the star, while the left image is without a planet. In practice, what are the pro and con of this solution for dephasing ? Advantages: a there is a full symmetry of the two arms of the interferometer; b 24



robustness: a single monolithic component (bulk optics or MOEM as illustrated below); c optical design of the interferometer can be very simple, with one unique component introduced in the common beam; d extension to N telescopes is a priori easy (φk = 2kπ/N ). Flaws: achromatization is only approximate and the sensitivity to defects to be precised. This last point drove our team at Observatoire de Paris to design and operate a test bench, so as to confirm the principle and make a series of tests to evaluate the performances of the concept. The next section gives some ideas on the experiment and first results. 7.3.1



The bench DAMNED



We made a first radical choice which is to work in the visible: indeed the main advantage is that we can use on-the-shelf components and detectors, but the severe drawback is that specifications are much more strict on opd than working in the thermal infrared, the privileged wavelength domain of a nulling interferometer. We adopted a simple design: with two oﬀ-axis parabolae, a chessboard mask at the pupil image and a single mode fiber as the mixer of the two beams. We also chose to simulate two contiguous telescopes in a Fizeau recombination scheme, as illustrated on Fig.21, so that a unique device can be used at the pupil plane to synthetize the two masks .



Figure 21: The test bench DAMNED (Dual Achromatic Mask Nulling Experimental Demonstrator ). On the left, the white source feeds a single-mode fiber optics which is at the focus of an oﬀ-axis parabola. The chessboard mask is at the pupil plane and stands for two contiguous telescopes. On the right, a second oﬀ-axis parabola of short focal length makes the image of the source on a single-mode fiber optics where the recombination of the complex amplitudes becomes eﬀective. A CCD camera allows to measure the flux. The right image shows the actual PSF as it is formed at the focus of the second parabola. If the amplitude was measured, one lobe would be positive and the other one negative, thus the nulling eﬀect when they recombine in the fiber optics. The central dark fringe is expected as shown on the lower image of the predicted PSF. To synthesize the chessboard mask we first used components in bulk optics manufactured by the pole instrumental du GEPI at Observatoire de Paris, using
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ion etching technique on a substrate of fused silica. The result where positive, but the constraint on thickness accuracy was diﬃcult to satisfy. In a second step, we decided to use a deformable segmented micro-mirror based on the technology of MOEM (Micro Opto Electro Mechanical component realized using techniques of integrated circuits). A checkerboard mirror based on MOEMS has several advantages: the height of each cell is adjustable so that the choice of λ0 is free; the height is finely adjustable, so as to allow a correction of defects in a loopback operation; the control can be dynamic so that a phase modulation is possible; the mask is reconfigurable for any pattern of telescopes arrangement. Performances : with a chessboard mirror using a MOEM from Boston micromachines of size only 12x12, we synthesized a modest 2×(4 × 4) mask. We were however able to reach a nulling of 3-7 10−3 for wideband filters and a quasi-achromatization of 8 10−3 in the whole range 460-840 nm (Pickel et al., 2013). Fig. 22 shows the obtained nulling factor vs λ compared to the classical Bracewell nuller. The gain in bandpass is evident.



8



Conclusion



Think diophantian, and may be you could solve elegantly your problem, when designing an optical system which involves physics of interferences !
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Figure 22: The demonstration of the chessboard muller principle is illustrated by the performances measured with the test bench DAMNED, using a modest 4×4 chessboard phase mask synthesized with a Boston Micro-Machine 12×12 segmented deformable mirror. The obtained nulling depth vs λ (thin blue line) is compared to the classical perfect Bracewell (dotted line) and to the theoretical performances we could have with a perfect mask (thick line).
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